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Transcript 
Hello and welcome to the Arkansas Business Navigator podcast. The show reviews Small 
Business Administration and Arkansas Business Navigator resources available to support small 
businesses and entrepreneurs in the natural state. Kamelle is here and today's episode will 
cover AI uses for small business. 
 
Intro music 
 
Artificial intelligence, or AI, has become a game changer for small businesses. In recent years. It 
offers a range of benefits that were once exclusive to larger enterprises. One of the key 
advantages is automation. AI power tools and software can help automate repetitive tasks, 
freeing up valuable time for small business owners to focus on more strategic activities.  
 
Take customer service for example. AI chat bots can handle customer inquiries, provide instant 
responses, and even complete simple transactions online. Of course, this 24/7 customer 
support enhance. Customer satisfaction and reduce the burden on small business owners who 
previously had to handle all customer inquiries themselves.  
 
Additionally, AI algorithms can analyze customer data and provide valuable insights by 
understanding customer preferences, purchasing patterns, and behavior of small business 
owners can tailor their marketing campaigns. Personalized product recommendations and 
improved overall customer experience. But AI doesn't stop at customer service. It can optimize 
internal processes. AI power tools can assist with inventory management, supply chain 
optimization, and demand forecasting. These technologies analyze historical data, detect 
patterns and make accurate predictions, helping small businesses optimize their operations 
reduce costs. And improve efficiency.  
 
Another area where AI shines is in marketing and sales. Small business owners can leverage AI 
algorithms to identify potential leads, analyze customer behavior, and target specific 
demographics. This enables them to craft more effective marketing campaigns and make data-
driven decisions to grow their businesses.  
 
Moreover, AI can help small businesses stay on top of their finances. AI Power accounting 
software can automate bookkeeping tasks, track expenses, and generate financial reports. This 
streamlines financial management, reduces errors and provides real time insights into a 
business's financial health.  
 



Now some small business owners might worry that implementing AI is complex or expensive. 
However, the AI landscape has evolved, and there are now user-friendly, affordable solutions 
tailored specifically for small businesses. Many AI tools are available as software as a service 
solution, which means they can be accessed through the cloud without the need for extensive. 
AI infrastructure. 
 
In conclusion, artificial intelligence is not just reserved for large corporations, small business 
owners can harness the power of AI. To automate tasks, improve customer experience, 
optimize operations, enhance marketing efforts, and manage finances more efficiently, 
embrace the AI can level the playing field and provide small businesses. The competitive edge 
in today's rapidly evolving business landscape.  
 
And that wraps up our segment on how small business owners can benefit from AI. We hope 
you find it insightful and that it sparks some ideas for your business. As always, we encourage 
you to explore further and discover the AI tools and solutions that best suit your specific needs.  
 
Now we're pivoting into our event segment. We're hosting a three-hour class for entrepreneurs 
who are thinking about starting a service-based food business. Entrepreneurs will learn if 
starting a food business is for them or not. They'll also discover the resources and skills needed 
to get their businesses off the ground. Because we are limited to 20 participants there’s short 
application to help us select the appropriate candidates for the program, the link to registers in 
the show notes. Reach out to Angela Gardner if you have any questions. This program is for 
entrepreneurs who want to start a food business and don't know where to start. The topics that 
are covered, how to start a food business (restaurant, food, truck catering, etcetera). How not 
to fail as a full-service business owner. How to create a thriving business model and culture. 
How COVID has changed the Food Service environment and how new food service 
establishments are operating based on these changes, successful budgeting tips, many design 
and various service styles. And which is best for your establishment?  
 
Next, we're having the small business interest. Student in Fordyce, Arkansas is happening on 
July 18th at the Chamber of Commerce at 5:30 PM. Next, we have start small think big. It's 
happening on July 25th at the Ford Event Center in Texarkana.  
 
From tailoring workshops to seeking the best and brightest business malls in the Latino 
community. ABN’s leadership is transforming the Latino business community in positive ways to 
celebrate successes. ABN is hosting the inaugural Arkansas Latino Business Awards, which will 
take place on September 28th, 2023 at the Clinton Presidential Center. In Little Rock. The award 
ceremony, organized by Arkansas Small business technology and Development Center and ABN, 
will recognize and celebrate the achievements of Latino owned small businesses and 
entrepreneurs across the state of Arkansas. There are some incredible opportunities to make 
this award ceremony a success. So, if your business or someone you know is looking for high 
visibility. And reward in one of the most dynamic and energetic business communities. I 
couldn't think of a better opportunity. All the details about the event sponsorships and 



nominations can be found at arlatinowars.org like always check the show notes for the link and 
details.  
 
Outro Music 
 
Thanks for listening to the podcast. Consider subscribing to get notified when new episodes 
drop. If you found the information useful, we'd really appreciate it if you could leave a review 
on Apple Podcast, Spotify, or wherever you listen. If you want to ask a question and have it 
answered on the podcast, go to the show notes and complete the form. The Arkansas Business 
Navigator Podcast is produced by Brandon Mathews and Kamelle Gomez. Our music was 
created by Music Unlimited for Pixabay, the Arkansas Business Navigator is a program of the 
Arkansas small Business and Technology Development Center, hosted by UA Little Rock, and is 
funded in part through Grant from the US Small Business Administration. All opinions, 
conclusions and or recommendations expressed herein are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the SBA. Special thanks to our partners at Arkansas Small 
business and Technology Development Center, University of Arkansas at Little Rock and the 
University of Arkansas, Division of Agricultural Cooperative Extension service to learn more 
about the Arkansas business Navigator or how to access free confidential business, counseling 
and resources, go to arbusinessnavigator.com. Thank you again. 
 


